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ABSTRACT: The experimental study and thermodynamic modeling of the phase behavior of pressurized reactional systems
allows the optimization of several unit operations involved in the process of product formation. In this work, experimental data
of phase equilibria for the CO2 + p-nitrobenzaldheyde binary system were obtained through the static synthetic method. The
range of temperature, pressure, and p-nitrobenzaldehyde molar fraction investigated were 281−353 K, 6.5−25.0 MPa, and 2.638
× 10−3 to 5.903 × 10−3, respectively. A model previously developed to describe asymmetric mixtures presenting fluid and solid
phases was applied to describe the phase behavior of the system. This model uses the Peng−Robinson equation of state (PR-
EoS) to describe the properties of the fluid phases and an expression for the fugacity of p-nitrobenzaldehyde as a pure solid for
the solid phase. Different model parametrization strategies were studied, and complete isopleths were calculated considering the
fluid−fluid, solid−fluid, and solid−fluid−fluid phase equilibria over wide ranges of temperature and pressure. The experimental
results showed nonmonotonic (local minimum) solid−fluid phase behavior for all mixture compositions investigated. The
model employed and the parametrization strategies were able to describe the experimentally observed phase behavior.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of asymmetric aldol reactions has grown in the last
decades, making this type of reaction one of the most
investigated in organic synthesis.1−3 They are an important
tool to make new carbon−carbon bonds and to control the
stereochemistry of the stereogenic centers generated. In a
simplified way, the aldol reactions are based on joining two
relatively simple molecules to give rise to a more complex one,
that is, the β-hydroxy carbonylated compounds (aldol
compounds).3,4 These compounds can be used in different
areas such as pharmaceutical, cosmetic, flavors, and additives
industries.5−8

Aldol reactions are generally conducted in a reactional media
in which the commonly employed solvents are dimethylforma-
mide (DMF) or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), which are toxic
and unsafe due to their high volatility and flammability.4 In the
synthesis, processing and product quality control of fine
chemicals when the compounds are biologically active, it is
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imperative to take toxicological and ecological issues into
account.9,10 Thus, the increasing demand for ecological and
sustainable processes has resulted in numerous studies and
works that aim to replace these kinds of solvents by alternative
ones.11

The main challenge in this field is to generate products with
high efficiency and high enantioselectivity but at low cost and
under mild reaction and separation conditions.12 Therefore,
the proper choice of the solvent is of fundamental importance
since the reaction media will strongly affect the enantiose-
lectivity of the product and the reaction yield.13

In this sense, the use of sub- or supercritical fluids as
pressurized reactional media is an attractive choice that allows
a more sustainable process and includes the possibility of
tuning the process variables that control the reaction. Through
the change in pressure and temperature of the system, the
physicochemical properties of the reactional media are
modified thus tuning the solubilization capacity, increasing
the mass transfer rate and reducing undesirable secondary
reactions.8,14−17

Within the range of compounds that are employed as
solvents in reactions at high pressure, the use of supercritical
carbon dioxide is of great interest.4,13,15,16,18−20 This is due to
some characteristics of CO2 as its low cost and easy separation
after a reaction, and to the possibility of controlling several
physicochemical properties of this solvent by adjusting the
solvent temperature and pressure.21

To conduct chemical reactions at high pressure, exper-
imental and theoretical studies of the phase behavior of the
system are of major importance, as they give insights on the
selection of optimal conditions to perform a chemical reaction
at high pressures, allowing the control of the reaction yield and
selectivity. Furthermore, through the knowledge of the phase
behavior it is possible to optimize the unit operations involved
in the product formation, allowing also to establish
specifications to manufacture of equipment.8,22

The reaction between p-nitrobenzaldehyde and acetone,
catalyzed by L-proline is considered as a “model aldolic
reaction” in the literature.4,14 Considering the possibility of
conducting this reaction in a pressurized CO2 reactional media,
in this work we study the phase behavior of the CO2 + p-
nitrobenzaldehyde (4-nitrobenzaldehyde) binary system.
The experimental measurement is considered the only

suitable method for the accurate determination of phase
behavior at high pressures.23,24 The accuracy and care in
conducting experimental phase equilibria measurements, to
produce good quality data, allow the fit of thermodynamic
models, which may in turn be used to make predictions at
conditions different from those observed experimentally, at the
laboratory.
In this sense, the objective of this work was the experimental

and modeling study of the phase behavior at high pressure of
the binary system CO2 + p-nitrobenzaldehyde (4-nitro-
benzaldehyde). For carrying out the experimental measure-
ments of phase behavior, the static synthetic method was
employed either in isothermal mode or in isobaric mode.
Thermodynamic modeling was performed by employing the
Peng−Robinson equation of state (PR-EoS) to represent the
fluid phases and to model the solid phase by using an
expression for the fugacity of the solute as a pure solid.
Different strategies for the parametrization of the thermody-
namic model were considered, and calculations of complete
isopleths were performed considering the fluid−fluid equili-

brium, the solid−fluid equilibrium and the solid−fluid−fluid
equilibrium, in wide ranges of temperature and pressure.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Chemicals. The chemicals employed in the exper-

imental measurements of high-pressure phase behavior were 4-
nitrobenzaledhyde and carbon dioxide. For the validation of
the experimental apparatus of phase equilibria measurements,
ethanol was used. These chemicals were used without any
further purification and their specifications are presented in
Table 1.

2.2. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure for
Phase Behavior Measurement. The experimental apparatus
and procedure were based on the static synthetic method,
whose use is widely documented in the literature.25−29 A
diagram of the experimental apparatus used in this work for
phase equilibrium measurements is shown in Figure 1.
Briefly, the experimental apparatus consists of a view cell

with variable volume made of stainless steel with a maximum
volume of 25 mL. The cell has a frontal sapphire window and a
lateral sapphire window for visualization of phase transitions
and lighting, respectively. A syringe pump (Teledyne ISCO,
260D) is used to accurately deliver CO2 into the equilibrium
cell and to move the piston inside the cell for pressurization
and/or depressurization of the system, using CO2 as pneumatic
fluid. Two thermostatic baths (JULABO, AC-F12-EH) were
used, respectively, to control the temperature inside the
equilibrium cell and to maintain the temperature in the syringe
pump reservoir. To monitor the pressure of the system, a
pressure transducer (Huba Control, model 5436) was
employed. Temperature inside the equilibrium cell was
monitored by a type J thermocouple connected to a
temperature indicator. A set of ball valves (Swagelok,
5583KF2) was used to allow or to block the CO2 flow
through the tubing of the experimental unit. To control the
CO2 flow into the cell and to perform the total depressuriza-
tion of the experimental unit a set of needle valves (HIP,
1511AF1) was used. To promote the solubilization of the
mixture inside the cell a magnetic stirrer was employed
together with a magnetic bar.
To favor the visualization of the phase transitions of the

studied system, a digital microscope (DINO-LITE, model
Dina capture 2.0) was located into the frontal sapphire window
of the equilibrium cell and connected to a computer for image
acquisition.
The experimental procedure for the phase behavior

measurements of the CO2 + p-nitrobenzaldehyde system starts
by the weighing of a given mass of solute in an analytical
balance (precision of 10−4 g). This is followed by its
introduction into the equilibrium cell. After this, the cell is
closed and connected to the system and a known volume of
CO2 is introduced into the cell with the aid of the syringe
pump, at temperature and pressure of 290 K and 15.0 MPa,
respectively. These are the CO2 conditions within the syringe
pump during the pumping process and imply a convenient

Table 1. Specifications of the Chemicals Used in This Work

chemical name supplier mass fraction purity

carbon dioxide White Martins Praxair Inc. 0.999
4-nitrobenzaldehyde Sigma-Aldrich 0.980
ethanol Vetec Fine Chemistry Ltd. 0.995
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value for the pure CO2 density. Experimental density values of
CO2 needed for quantifying the amount of CO2 loaded into
the equilibrium cell and hence quantifying its global
concentration can be found in the literature at this temperature
and pressure.30 Phase transitions were obtained by applying
either the isothermal method or the isobaric method,
depending on the temperature condition.
In the isothermal method, once the desired temperature was

set with constant agitation, the equilibrium cell containing the
mixture was pressurized until a single phase was observed. The
system was maintained at these conditions for at least 30 min.
After this, the system was slowly depressurized at a controlled
rate until the appearance of a new phase was detected by visual
observation. In this moment, pressure and phase transition
type were recorded and the system was repressurized to attain
again a single phase condition. The measurement procedure
was repeated at least 3 times for each temperature measured.
In the isobaric method, the phase equilibrium experimental

data were obtained for different pressure values. In this
method, pressure was maintained constant in a specified value
and the temperature was increased until the total solubilization
of the system was observed. When the system was stable and in
a single phase, temperature was slowly decreased at a constant
rate until the visual observation of phase transition. Here, the
temperature and phase transition type were recorded. After
this, the system was heated until it became homogeneous again
(all solid dissolved), and it was set to remain under these
conditions for at least 30 min, before imposing a new decrease
in temperature to obtain another phase transition. As in the
isothermal method, this procedure was repeated at least 3
times for each pressure.
The transition points, obtained in the isothermal and

isobaric methods adopted here, were determined by visual
observation of the first solute solid particles precipitated. The
visualization of the solid phase formation was greatly improved
with the aim of the digital microscope coupled on the outer
wall of the frontal sapphire window of the equilibrium cell.
For all investigated systems, the isobaric method was used

when it was verified that a small change in temperature caused
a drastic change in the solid−fluid transition pressure, that is,

when the slope of the transition curve in the P−T diagrams
was found to be high.
With the aim of validating the experimental apparatus for

phase behavior measurements and of verifying their reprodu-
cibility, some experiments of vapor−liquid equilibria were
made before and after the complete study for the system
CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) and are presented in Table
2 and Figure 2. The selected system for these tests was CO2 +

ethanol and the results were compared with literature
experimental data.31−34 For the CO2 + ethanol system, the
molar fractions of CO2 experimentally set were 0.207, 0.411,
0.589 and 0.793, and the set temperatures were 313.15 and
333.15 K.
For the CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) system, the set

molar fractions of the solute in CO2 (2.638 × 10−3, 3.525 ×
10−3, 4.415 × 10−3, and 5.903 × 10−3) have values that were
selected based on the previously considered concentrations of
this compound in the model aldol reaction of p-nitro-
benzaldehyde + acetone.18 Experiments at higher molar
fraction of p-nitrobenzaldehyde were not carried out in this
work due to the maximum operating pressure limit of the

Figure 1. Diagram of the phase equilibria experimental apparatus used in this work.

Table 2. Experimental Phase Equilibrium Data of
Temperature (T), Pressure (P) and CO2 Mole Fraction
(xCO2) for the Binary System CO2 + Ethanola (This Work)

T = 313.15 K T = 333.15 K

xCO2 P/MPa transition xCO2 P/MPa transition

Before Solid−Fluid Measurements
0.207 3.15 VLEb 0.207 3.96 VLE
0.411 6.11 VLE 0.411 8.24 VLE
0.611 7.65 VLE 0.611 9.70 VLE
0.807 7.76 VLE 0.807 11.10 VLE

After Solid−Fluid Measurements
0.414 6.44 VLE 0.414 8.01 VLE
0.605 7.38 VLE 0.605 9.52 VLE

au(T) = 1.3 K, u(xCO2) = 0.001, and u(p) = 0.17 MPa. u is the
standard uncertainty in the experimental data. bVLE: vapor−liquid
equilibrium.
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experimental apparatus. Temperature range investigated was
from 281 to 353 K and the pressure range was up to 25.0 MPa.
The upper values of temperature and pressure ranges were
selected due to the maximum operating conditions of the
experimental apparatus. The lower value of temperature of the
range investigated (281 K) was set to verify the sign of the
pressure versus temperature slope of the experimental curve of
solid−fluid phase transition. Results for the CO2(1) + p-
nitrobenzaldehyde(2) system are presented in Table 3 and
Figure 3.
2.3. Modeling of the Phase Behavior of the CO2(1) +

p-Nitrobenzaldehyde(2) System. In this work, we modeled
the phase behavior of the system carbon dioxide(1) + p-
nitrobenzaldehyde(2). We present calculated isopleth phase
envelopes made of fluid−fluid (FF) and solid−fluid (SF)
equilibrium segments. We also show computed solid−fluid−
fluid (SFF) equilibrium segments which contribute to the
heterogeneous regions of the isopleths. We used the
experimental data obtained in this work to fit the model
parameters. The main aim is to establish whether it would be
possible for the model to capture the minima in pressure
experimentally observed for the SF equilibria at constant
overall composition.
It is not easy to establish a priori whether two components

would be partially or completely miscible in the solid phase.

Solid phase miscibility is considered negligible for nonpolar
compounds with important differences in molecular size and
shape.46 However, similarity in molecular size and shape does
not guarantee full miscibility in solid phase, as it becomes
evident from comparing the experimental phase behavior of
the systems fluorene/dibenzofuran and fluorene/dibenzothio-
phene46.
On the basis of practical experience, different rules of thumb

have been followed to predict the occurrence of solubility in
solid state.47 However, the current knowledge seems
insufficient to merely predict the prevalence of solid solutions
over solid precipitation in (practically) pure state, or vice versa,

Figure 2. Experimental bubble pressure versus liquid phase CO2 mole
fraction for the system CO2 + ethanol. Comparison of data obtained
in this work (red and blue full symbols) with data from literature
(empty symbols). (A) This work at 313.15 K before p-nitro-
benzaldehyde study (red-filled circle); this work at 313.15 K after p-
nitrobenzaldehyde study (blue-filled circle); SUZUKY et al.31 at 313.4
K (□); DAY et al.32 at 313.14 K (△); SECUIANU et al.33 at 313.15
K (◊). (B) This work at 333.15 K before p-nitrobenzaldehyde study
(red-filled circle); this work at 333.15 K after p-nitrobenzaldehyde
study (blue-filled circle); SUZUKY et al.31 at 333.4 K (□);
SECUIANU et al.33 at 333.15 K (◊); SIMA et al.34 at 333.2 K (△).

Table 3. Experimental Solid−Fluid Equilibrium Data of
Temperature (T), Pressure (P) and 4-Nitrobenzaldehyde
Mole Fraction (x2) for the Binary System CO2(1) + p-
Nitrobenzaldehyde(2)a (This Work)

x2 = 2.638 × 10−3 x2 = 4.415 × 10−3

T/K P/MPa methodb T/K P/MPa methodb

281.05 11.50 IB 290.65 20.00 ib
289.25 7.50 IB 294.45 14.00 ib
298.15 6.73 IT 298.15 12.01 IT
303.15 7.61 IT 303.15 10.78 IT
308.15 8.28 IT 308.15 11.68 IT
313.15 9.16 IT 313.15 12.59 IT
323.15 10.98 IT 323.15 13.97 IT
333.15 12.80 IT 333.15 15.23 IT

x2 = 3.525 × 10−3 x2 = 5.903 × 10−3

T/K P/MPa methodb T/K P/MPa methodb

285.75 17.00 IB 298.05 24.50 IB
288.15 14.20 IB 305.45 21.00 IB
291.05 12.00 IB 313.15 17.48 IT
293.15 9.70 IT 318.15 16.55 IT
298.15 8.39 IT 323.15 15.56 IT
303.15 9.33 IT 333.15 16.49 IT
313.15 10.85 IT 343.15 17.65 IT
323.15 12.81 IT
333.15 14.11 IT
343.15 16.14 IT
353.15 17.05 IT

au(T) = 1.3 K, u(x2) = 1.0 × 10−5, and u(p) = 0.17 MPa. u is the
standard uncertainty in the experimental data. bMethod used for the
phase equilibria determination. IT = isothermal method; IB = isobaric
method.

Figure 3. Experimental solid−fluid equilibrium pressure−temperature
plots for the system CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) at several fluid
phase molar fractions of p-nitrobenzaldehyde: (○) 2.638 × 10−3, (□)
3.525 × 10−3, (◊) 4.415 × 10−3, and (Δ) 5.903 × 10−3. See Table 3.
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without any additional experimental solid-state information for
the studied system.
As the simplest possible approach, we have assumed in this

work that the solid phase is only formed by pure p-
nitrobenzaldehyde, that is, we assume total absence of
miscibility in solid state, which seems reasonable in view of
the important differences in molecular size and shape between
p-nitrobenzaldehyde and CO2. Besides, according to ref 46,
between the two extreme assumptions for the solid state, that
is, complete miscibility versus complete immiscibility, it is in
most cases more realistic to consider complete immiscibility.
Despite our decision of imposing precipitation in pure state

for modeling purposes, we do have not enough evidence for
fully ruling out the possibility of having some CO2 coexisting
with the p-nitrobenzaldehyde at equilibrium in the solid phase
under high enough pressure.
The modeling approach used in this work was previously

applied to the representation of the phase behavior of binary
asymmetric mixtures where it can be assumed that the solid
phase is made of the pure heavy compound.25,35,36 As in the
quoted references, we used here PR-EoS37 for calculating
component fugacities in fluid state for pure compounds and
mixtures. For solid−fluid and solid−fluid−fluid equilibrium
calculations, we assumed that the solid phase is made of pure
p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) since its mixture with CO2(1) is
highly asymmetric. “High asymmetry” means that this binary
system presents important differences in molecular size and
shape. The fugacity of the pure heavy compound in solid state
f 2
S(T,P,υo) at system temperature (T) and pressure (P) is given
by eq 1

f T P f T U( , , ) ( , 1, )exp( )2
S

o 2 oυ υ= ̂ (1)

In eq 1, υo is the molar volume of the pure heavy component
(component “2”), in (subcooled hypothetical) liquid state, at T
and P. Such pure liquid has a fugacity f2̂(T,1,υo). Both, υo and
f2̂(T,1,υo) are given in this work by the PR-EoS.37 The
exponential factor in eq 1 relates [through eq 1] the
hypothetical liquid state to the solid state for a pure substance
at given temperature and pressure. The variable U, which
depends on T and P, is defined as follows
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In eq 2, the constants Ttp, Ptp, ΔυS−L, C1, C2, and C3
correspond to the pure heavy component (component “2”).
ΔυS−L is the solid−liquid molar volume difference (υsolid −
υliquid). Ttp and Ptp are the triple point temperature and
pressure, respectively; and R is the universal gas constant. The

constants C1, C2, and C3 characterize (together with Ttp and
Ptp) the pure heavy component solid−liquid equilibrium curve
(P versus T melting curve). More details about eqs 1 and 2,
and about the model used here, are given in literature.25,35,36

The system of equations to be solved when performing the
phase equilibrium calculations arises from imposing the
classical necessary conditions, that is, equal temperatures,
equal pressures, and equal fugacities of each component in all
phases. More details about the system of equations of a SF
equilibrium point are given in Supporting Information. With
regard to the calculation algorithms, we used numerical
continuation methods (NCMs) for computing all phase
equilibrium curves.36,38,39

2.3.1. Parametrization. The critical properties and acentric
factor of CO2(1) are shown in Table 4. They were taken from
the DIPPR database.40 For p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2), we
estimated the critical temperature and the acentric factor
through the method of Hukkerikar et al.41 We selected this
method since it constitutes a revised and improved group-
contribution+ (GC+) model employed for the estimation of
pure component properties. GC+ means “combined group-
contribution (GC) method and atom connectivity index (CI)
method”. For the parameter determination of this GC+ method
large experimental data sets of pure component properties
were considered41 including hydrocarbons, oxygenated com-
pounds, nitrogenated compounds, polyfunctional compounds,
and so forth. This GC+ method41 accounts for the
contributions of first, second, and third order groups to
estimate the properties of the pure compounds.
The critical pressure of p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) was adjusted

to make the PR-EoS give subcritical liquid densities in the
order of the triple point liquid density. Such p-nitro-
benzaldehyde(2) triple point liquid density can be estimated
using the Goodman et al. formula.42 This formula relates the
solid density of a pure compound at temperature T with the
liquid density of such compound at a given temperature Tt. In
our case, we used the solid density of pure p-nitro-
benzaldehyde at 298.15 K (taken from ref 43) in the
Goodman et al. formula42 to estimate the pure p-nitro-
benzaldehyde liquid density at the triple point. The values
obtained for the pure p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) critical constants
and acentric factor (ω) are reported in Table 4. The p-
nitrobenzaldehyde(2) triple point temperature Ttp is in this
work the one reported by Yaws.43 For consistency, the p-
nitrobenzaldehyde(2) triple point pressure Ptp was set equal to
the PR-EoS vapor−liquid equilibrium pressure computed at
Ttp.
The values for the parameters k12, l12, ΔυS−L, C1, C2, and C3

need still to be set. k12 and l12 are the attractive and the
repulsive interaction parameters, respectively, which appear in
the quadratic mixing rules of the PR-EoS. The only
information related to the p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) fusion
curve that we have found in the literature is just the triple

Table 4. Critical Temperature (Tcrit), Critical Pressure (Pcrit), and Acentric Factor (ω) of Pure Compounds and Binary
Interaction Parameters (k12 and l12) for the PR-EoS37

compound/System Tcrit/K Pcrit/MPa ω k12 l12

CO2(1) 304.21a 7.383a 0.22362a

p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) 782.45b 4.6306c 0.638b

CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) −0.32732
CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) −0.85921

aDIPPR.40 bEstimated through the group contribution method of Hukkerikar et al.41 cSee text.
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point temperature previously mentioned, that is, we have not
found in the literature experimental data for the fusion curve of
pure p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) in a wide range of pressure. Such

data would have been useful to obtain the values of parameters
C1, C2, and C3. It seems that neither are there experimental FF
equilibrium data for CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2)

Figure 4. Calculated Isopleths for the CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) mixture. Fluid phase p-nitrobenzaldehyde mole fraction values: (a) 2.638
× 10−3, (b) 2.638 × 10−3 [as panel a but in a wider pressure range], (c) 2.638 × 10−3 [as panel b but with pressure in log scale], (d) 3.525 × 10−3,
(e) 4.415 × 10−3, (f) 5.903 × 10−3. ○: experimental solid−fluid equilibrium data (this work, Table 3). Phase equilibria calculated using the PR-EoS
and eq 1: solid lines, solid−fluid (SF); dashed lines, fluid−fluid (FF); dashed-dotted lines and stars, solid−liquid−vapor (SLV-LT and SLV-HT;);
▶ 1st critical end point. Model parameters from Tables 4 and 5.
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available in the literature, which would be of use in estimating
parameters k12 and l12. In view of the lack of binary FF
experimental data and after some preliminary work, we set the
k12 and l12 parameters at values (Table 4) that assured an
appropriate relative stability between the calculated fluid−fluid
and solid−fluid equilibria. Next, we estimated the values for
ΔυS−L, C1, C2, and C3 from four selected SF experimental data.
We did so by solving the system of equations that arises from
imposing, simultaneously for the four selected SF equilibrium
points, the SF isofugacity condition for component 2 at the
experimental T, P, and fluid phase composition. Several subsets
of four SF experimental data were considered.
The final set of parameter values was selected as the one that

best reproduced the experimental data while meeting the
proper thermodynamic stability constraints. To fix ideas, the
parameter values that led to Figure 4a are such that, for
example., a solid−fluid equilibrium calculated at T and P values
within the region delimited in Figure 4a by the SLV-HT and
FF lines, is thermodynamically unstable with respect to a
fluid−fluid equilibrium calculated at the same T and P.
The final values for the binary interaction parameters appear

in Table 4, while Table 5 presents the parameters for eq 2 for
p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2).

The values in Table 5 for parameters Ttp, Ptp, C1, C2, and C3
predict a (not shown) pure p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) fusion
curve for which P is a monotonically increasing function of T.
This is the typically expected behavior (e.g., water is an
exception).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Experimental Apparatus Validation and Repro-

ducibility. The validation and reproducibility evaluation of
the experimental apparatus used in this work to measure phase
equilibrium data was made through measurements for the CO2
+ ethanol binary system. This system was chosen because of
the availability of high-quality measured data. The exper-
imental data for validation and reproducibility evaluation were
measured at 313.15 and 333.15 K for different CO2 molar
fractions and are presented in Table 2. Figure 2 shows the data
obtained for the system CO2 + ethanol in this work compared
to literature experimental data.31−34

As it can be seen in Figure 2, the obtained results show that
the experimental apparatus used here is reliable since the data
measured in this work for the system CO2 + ethanol are
consistent with data from literature for this system. It is also
possible to verify the repeatability of the new data from
comparing the CO2 + ethanol data measured before (red
circles in Figure 2) and after (blue circles in Figure 2)
performing the equilibrium study for the system CO2 + p-
nitrobenzaldehyde.

3.2. CO2(1) + p-Nitrobenzaldehyde(2) Experimental
Data. The phase behavior of the CO2(1) + p-nitro-
benzaldehyde(2) system was experimentally measured in the
temperature range from 281.05 to 353.15 K and in the pressure
range from 6.73 to 25.0 MPa. The molar fractions of p-
nitrobenzaldehyde studied in this work were 2.638 × 10−3,
3.525 × 10−3, 4.415 × 10−3, and 5.903 × 10−3.
As presented in Table 3, for all experimental conditions

investigated, only solid−fluid (SF) transitions were observed,
that is, the p-nitrobenzaldehyde crystallization. The existence
of additional liquid−liquid (LL) or vapor−liquid (VL)
transitions happening after solid precipitation is not discarded.
The observed precipitation of solid particles on the inner
surface of the sapphire window (window meant to visualize the
cell contents) made impossible to accurately detect any phase
transition occurring after an already found solid−fluid
transition. As it shown later in this manuscript, the model
predicts the existence of solid−liquid−vapor equilibrium lines
together with liquid−vapor and solid−fluid regions, all located
within the heterogeneous region of constant overall
composition CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) equilibrium
diagrams. However, the model does not predict stable liquid−
liquid equilibria.
Isopleths of solid−fluid transitions obtained experimentally

for the binary system CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaledhyde(2) are
shown in Figure 3. In this figure it is possible to assess the
influence of the p-nitrobenzaldehyde overall concentration on
the phase behavior of this system. By looking at the P−T
curves it is possible to observe that, at a fixed temperature, the
higher the solute molar fraction, the higher the pressure
needed to maintain the system at a single phase. This behavior
can be explained by the capacity of solvation of carbon dioxide
which, although it does not have a dipole moment, it has a
quadrupole moment, thus making it possible to solubilize polar
compounds such as p-nitrobenzaldehyde.44

Another interesting phenomenon that can be seen in Figure
3 is the change in the behavior within the isopleths for each
mixture composition studied. The local minimum in transition
pressure for each isopleth is displaced to higher temperatures
as the concentration of p-nitrobenzaldehyde in the system
increases. To the right of the minimum in each isopleth, the
transition pressure increases with increasing temperature. This
behavior is reversed when the temperature is less than the
temperature of the minimum, that is, the transition pressure
increases as temperature decreases.

3.3. Modeling Results. By considering the modeling
approach previously outlined and the parameters of Tables 4
and 5 we calculated, for the CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2)
system, the global phase behavior (which includes critical and
three-phase lines), and also a number of isopleths at the
experimental global compositions in this work. For the
parameters in Tables 4 and 5, the model predicts a phase
behavior of type F (see Supporting Information) according to
the classification proposed by Yamamoto et al.45

In type F (detailed description in Supporting Information),
phase behavior there is a critical locus (low temperature (LT)
critical line) which originates at the critical point of the light
component (CO2(1)) and ends at a terminal critical point
named “first critical end point” (1st CEP), where a binary
critical (fluid) phase is at equilibrium with a solid phase made
of the pure heavy component (p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2)). From
the “1st CEP”, a solid−liquid−vapor (SLV) locus (SLV-LT
line) originates and extends toward low temperatures (LT).

Table 5. p-Nitrobenzaldehyde(2) Constants for Equation 2

Ttp/K
a 380.15

Ptp/MPab 1.820530 × 10−04

ΔυS−L/(m3/kmol) −0.09174286
C1/MPa −122.4207995
C2/MPa 35209.40471
C3/MPa −37599.18297

aFrom Yaws.43 bPtp = PR-EoS37 pure compound vapor−liquid
equilibrium pressure at the triple point temperature Ttp. ΔυS−L is the
solid−liquid molar volume difference.
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There is also a second (high temperature, HT) critical line
that originates at the critical point of the heavy compound (p-
nitrobenzaldehyde(2)) and ends at a terminal critical point
named “2nd CEP”. From this point, a SLV locus (SLV-HT)
begins, and ends at low pressure, at the triple point (TP) of the
pure heavy compound. For the parameter values in Tables 4
and 5, we observed that the calculated SLV-HT line extends to
very high pressures without ever meeting the HT critical line.
This is true at least up to a 100 MPa pressure. We also
observed that the SLV-HT line and the HT critical line are
practically parallel at such high pressures. Thus, the absence of
a second CEP may remain at even greater pressures.
We emphasize that in type F (Supporting Information)

behavior there are two SLV curves, that is, the SLV curve of
low temperature (SLV-LT) and the SLV curve of high
temperature (SLV-HT). There are also two critical lines, the
LT critical line and the HT critical line, which have been
calculated in this work but are not shown here. A given, here
calculated, “phase envelope” is made of FF and SF equilibrium
segments. The rest of the isopleth (constant global
composition diagram) includes the relevant sections of the
SLV curves. Such sections are those that do not violate the
mass conservation constraint at the specified global composi-
tion. Further details about the type F phase behavior are given
in the Supporting Information of this work.
Figure 4a shows the isopleth obtained with the model (PR-

EoS and eq 1) and the experimental SF equilibrium data
(circles) for the CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) system at
overall mole fraction z2 = 2.638 × 10−3. Figure 4a shows a
calculated SF segment at high pressure (solid line) that
presents a local minimum in pressure, like the experimental
data. This segment ends at an SLV point (star) from which a
segment of bubble points (FF dashed line) arises, then the FF
segment reaches a maximum in temperature and ends at
another SLV point at low pressure (star). Here, another (low
pressure) SF segment originates which can be better seen in
Figure 4c due to the log scale in pressure.
The calculated high-pressure SF segment (solid line in

Figure 4a) is quite consistent with the experimental data
(empty circles in Figure 4a), that is, the model is roughly able
to describe the data capturing the unusual behavior of this
system, that is, the minimum in pressure experimentally
observed for the SF segment. However, for this particular
system, although the model gives a negative SF slope to the left
of the minimum pressure point (see the inset in Figure 4a), it
does it in a pressure range significantly narrower than that of
the experimental data located to the left of the experimental
minimum pressure point.
Figure 4a also shows the relevant sections of the calculated

three-phase curves (dotted-dashed lines), which describe the
heterogeneous zone of the isopleth under study. In particular,
it is observed that the complete SLV-LT curve contributes to
the heterogeneous region of this isopleth. In Figure 4a, part of
the SLV-LT line appears to (but does not) overlap, in the PT-
projection, with the high-pressure SF segment of the phase
envelope. This is more clearly seen in the Figure 4a inset. The
(not shown) component 2 mole fraction values of the two fluid
phases of the SLV-LT locus at any temperature are lower than
2.638 × 10−3. Thus, the complete SLV-LT locus contributes to
the heterogeneous region of the isopleth in Figure 4a. It is also
indicated in Figure 4a the calculated first CEP (full triangle)
and the points of intersection of the SLV-HT line with the
phase envelope (stars). In a given intersection point (star), one

of the fluid phases at SLV equilibrium has a composition equal
to the one of the isopleth (z2 = 2.638 × 10−3).
In Figure 4a, the calculation results and the experimental

data show that there is a range of pressure in which it is
possible to reach at constant pressure, SF transitions from a
homogeneous fluid initial state, either by lowering the
temperature (normal behavior) or by increasing the temper-
ature (retrograde behavior). The normal behavior of this
system is illustrated in Figure 4a when we solubilize the solid
by increasing the temperature (at a constant pressure of 10
MPa), that is, when going from point 1 (SF phase boundary)
to point 2 (homogeneous fluid phase).
The retrograde behavior appears, for instance, when going

from point 3 (SF phase boundary) to point 2 (homogeneous
fluid phase) (Figure 4a). In this case, the melting (or
solubilization) of the solid phase is carried out by lowering
the temperature (retrograde fusion at constant pressure). Vice
versa, when going from point 2 to point 3 (SF phase
boundary) (Figure 4a), a solid phase is produced by increasing
the temperature (retrograde solidification at constant pres-
sure). This phenomenon can be attributed to the decrease in
density (and consequently in solvent power) for the solvent
(CO2), when the temperature is increased.35

The model also predicts (in correspondence with the
experimental data) for this system, the retrograde crystal-
lization of p-nitrobenzaldehyde at constant temperature. For
example, at T = 328 K it is possible to go from a homogeneous
fluid state (at 15.0 MPa), point 4 in Figure 4a, to a SF state
when crossing the SF phase boundary (approximately at 12.1
MPa), point 5 in Figure 4a. That is, a solid appears due to a
decrease in pressure at a constant temperature. At pressures
higher than the maximum pressure of Figure 4a (40.0 MPa),
the model predicts a new intersection point (Figure 4b)
between the SF line and the SLV-HT line from which a new
FF segment that extends toward higher pressures arises (see
Figure 4b at pressures greater than 150 MPa). Also, a new
segment of the SLV-HT line appears within the isopleth
heterogeneous region.
Figures 4d−f present the isopleths for, respectively, z2 =

3.525 × 10−3, z2 = 4.415 × 10−3, and z2 = 5.903 × 10−3. The
analogy with the isopleth of z2 = 2.638 × 10−3 (Figure 4a) is
complete. The analysis of their phase behavior at high
pressures and at low pressures is similar to the one performed
through, respectively, Figures 4b,c for z2 = 2.638 × 10−3.
As previously stated, when the p-nitrobenzaldehyde content

in the studied mixture increases (from 2.638 × 10−3 to 5.903 ×
10−3 in mole fraction), the experimentally observed local
minimum in the P versus T solid−fluid curve moves to higher
temperatures and pressures. From Figures 4a,d−f, we observe
that the model properly captures this shift of the minimum of
the solid−fluid curve. The model also predicts a wider fluid−
fluid region, that is, an FF heterogeneity region of greater size,
when the p-nitrobenzaldehyde concentration in the mixture
increases. This can be seen in Figures 4a,d−f.
It is worth noting that in this work we selected one of the

simplest approaches to describe the phase behavior of the
studied binary system, that is, we have used a classic equation
of state (the Peng−Robinson EoS), associated with standard
quadratic mixing rules to describe the behavior of the fluid
phases, and we have regarded the solid phase as made of only
pure p-nitrobenzaldehyde. From our modeling results, we
conclude that the model basically succeeds in describing the
observed behavior. However, a more complex approach could
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be used. For instance, the fluid state could be described
through mixing rules that incorporate excess Gibbs free energy
models; and the solid state could be represented through a
model for solid solutions where both components would be
present in the solid phase. However, the evaluation of all those
possibilities is beyond the objectives of this work. In other
words, the use of traditional mixing rules is justified in this
work by their good observed performance in the description of
the experimental data here obtained, performance which
includes an observed consistent behavior well beyond the
temperature and pressure conditions of such experimental
data. Notice that despite their apparent simplicity, quadratic
mixing rules are able to capture the main known behaviors of
critical and three-phase lines of binary systems of widely
varying level of asymmetry.48 Finally, using either complex
mixing rules for the fluid state or the solid solution approach
for the solid phase, or both, would increase the number of
fitting parameters of the model.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, solid−fluid equilibrium experimental data were
obtained for the binary system CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzalde-
hyde(2) through the static synthetic method. The ranges of
temperature, pressure and p-nitrobenzaldehyde molar fractions
studied were 281−353 K, 6.5−25.0 MPa, and 2.638 × 10−3 to
5.903 × 10−3, respectively. We observed that the pressure of
solid−fluid transition increased with the increase in p-
nitrobenzaldehyde(2) concentration. In all the isopleths
experimentally investigated, a minimum in the solid−fluid
transition pressure was observed. The SF equilibrium of system
CO2(1) + p-nitrobenzaldehyde(2) was modeled through a
simple approach. The model is able to capture the unusual
phase behavior experimentally detected for CO2(1) + p-
nitrobenzaldehyde(2) mixtures, that is, the presence of local
minima in the solid−fluid transition pressure (at a given overall
composition). Calculations were performed in wide ranges of
pressure and temperature to achieve a better understanding of
the potential phase behavior of the CO2(1) + p-nitro-
benzaldehyde(2) system beyond the investigated experimental
conditions, and to verify the absence of qualitatively
inconsistent predictions.
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